Abstract-We give cryptographic schemes that help trace the source of leaks when sensitive or proprietary data is made available to a large set of parties. A very relevant application is in the context of pay television, where only paying customers should be able to view certain programs. In this application, the programs are normally encrypted, and then the sensitive data is the decryption keys that are given to paying customers. If a pirate decoder is found, it is desirable to reveal the source of its decryption keys.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
F only one person knows some secret, and this next appears on the evening news, then the guilty party is evident. A more complex situation arises if the set of people that have access to the secret is large. The problem of determining guilt or innocence is (mathematically) insurmountable if all people get the exact same data and one of them behaves treacherously and reveals the secret.
Any data that is to be available to some while it should not be available to others can obviously be protected by encryption. The data supplier may give authorized parties cryptographic keys allowing them to decrypt the data. This does not solve the problem above because it does not prevent one of those authorized to view the message (say, Alice) from transferring the cleartext message to some unauthorized party (say, Bob). Once this is done then there are no (cryptographic) means to trace the source of the leak. We call all such unauthorized access to data piracy. The traitor or traitors is the (set of) authorized user(s) Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9448(00)03089-3.
who allow other, nonauthorized parties, to obtain the data. These nonauthorized parties are called pirate users.
In many interesting cases piracy is somewhat ineffective if the relevant cleartext messages must be transmitted by the "traitor" to the "enemy." Typical cases where this is true include
• Pay-per-view or subscription television broadcasts. It is simply too expensive and risky to start a pirate broadcast station.
• Online databases, publicly accessible (say on the Internet) where a charge may be levied for access to all or certain records.
• Distribution of data in an encrypted form where a surcharge is charged for the decryption keys for different parts of the data. The encrypted data is often distributed on a CD-ROM or DVD and it is assumed that cleartext data can only be distributed on a similar storage device whose production involves relatively high setup costs (this assumption might not be currently justified for CD-ROM's but it might be reasonable for other types of media, such as DVD's. We use the term CD-ROM in order to use a concrete example and simplify the presentation).
In all these cases, transmitting the cleartext from a traitor, Alice, to a pirate-user, Bob, is rather expensive compared to the mass distribution channels the legal data supplier uses. It might also be the case, as with on-line databases or newspapers, that the data is continuously changing and therefore it is very hard for the pirate to keep an updated copy of the data. As piracy in all these cases is a criminal commercial enterprise, the risk/benefit ratio becomes very unattractive. These three examples can be considered generic examples covering a wide range of data services.
In this paper we concentrate on preventing traitors from distributing the keys that enable the decryption of the encrypted content. Consider a ciphertext that may be decrypted by a large set of parties, but each and every party is assigned a different personal key for decrypting the ciphertext. (We use the term personal key rather than private key to avoid confusion with public key terminology). Should the key used in a pirate decoder be discovered (by examining the pirate decoder or by counter-espionage), it will be linked to a personal key of a traitor and this traitor will be identified.
Clearly, a possible solution is to encrypt the data separately under different personal keys. This means that the total length of the ciphertext is at least times the length of the cleartext, where is the number of authorized parties. Such overhead is certainly impossible in any broadcast environment. It is also very problematic in the context of content distributed on a DVD because this means that every copy must be different. An encrypted online database, publicly accessible as above, must store an indi-0018-9448/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE vidually encrypted copy of the database for each and every authorized user.
In practice today it is often considered sufficient to prevent piracy by supplying the authorized parties with so-called secure hardware solutions that are designed to prevent interference and access to enclosed cryptographic keys (smartcards and their like). The assumptions about the security of these hardware mechanisms are not always correct. There are several methods that use hardware faults in the "secure hardware solutions" in order to find the keys that are enclosed inside [3] , [5] , [4] , [18] . Our schemes obtain their claimed security without any secure hardware requirements. Should such devices be used to store the keys, they will undoubtedly make the attack even more expensive, but this is not a requirement.
1) Our Approach:
Fighting piracy in general has the following components. a) Identifying that piracy is going on and preventing the transmittal of information to pirate users, while harming no legitimate users. b) Taking measures against the source of such piracy, supplying legal evidence of the pirate identity.
The goal of this paper is to deal with traitor tracing (item a) above), i.e., identify the source of the problem. Methods that can be taken in order to eliminate pirate decryption of the content are described in Section I-A.
We devise -resilient traceability schemes which, loosely speaking, have the following properties.
• Either the cleartext information itself is transmitted to the pirate users by a traitor, or • Any captured pirate decoder (which decrypts with success probability which is better than the probability of breaking the encryption scheme that is used) will correctly identify a traitor and will protect the innocent even if up to traitors collude and combine their keys.
We note that in fact our schemes have the very desirable property that the identity of the traitor can be established by considering the pirate decryption process as a black box. In order to identify a traitor, it suffices to capture one pirate decoder and examine its behavior; there is no need to "break it open" or read any data stored inside. (We use the term "pirate decoder" to represent the pirate decryption process; this may or may not be a physical box and may simply be some code on a computer).
The underlying security assumption of our schemes is either information-theoretic security (where the length of the personal keys grows with the length of the messages to be transmitted) or it may be based on the security of any symmetric encryption scheme. In both cases, security depends on a parameter , denoting the largest group of colliding traitors.
The security of the scheme depends on a cryptographic security parameter which is the length of the key in the symmetric encryption system that is used. We measure the efficiency of the solutions to fighting piracy in terms of several performance parameters. The memory and communication parameters are measured in multiples of the size of the security parameter. The efficiency parameters are as follows.
a) The memory and computation requirements for an authorized user. These parameters are of special importance if the user has limited computation and storage capabilities, as is the case with smartcards. b) The memory and computation requirements for the data supplier. These parameters are typically less important since the data supplier can perform its computations offline and can use large storage space. c) The data redundancy overhead, i.e., the increase in data size that is needed in order to enable the tracing. This refers to the communication overhead (in broadcast or online systems) or the additional "wasted" storage in CD-ROM type systems.
We deal with schemes of the following general form: The data supplier generates a meta-key which contains a base set of random keys and assigns subsets of these keys to users, keys per user (the parameters will be specified later). These keys jointly form the user personal key. Different personal keys may have a nonempty intersection. We denote the personal key for user by , which is a subset of the base set . A message in a traitor tracing scheme consists of pairs of the form (enabling block, cipher block). The cipher block is the symmetric encryption of the actual data (say a few seconds of a video clip), under some secret random key . Alternately, it could be the exclusive-or of the message with and we would get an information-theoretic secure version of the scheme (although a very inefficient one, since as with any one-time-pad the size of the key should be as long as the encrypted data). The enabling block allows authorized users to obtain . The enabling block consists of encrypted values under some or all of the keys of the base set . Every authorized user will be able to compute by decrypting the values for which he has keys and then computing the actual key from these values. The computation on the user end, for all schemes we present, is simply taking the exclusive-or of values that the user is able to decrypt. Fig. 1 describes a high-level view of our traitor tracing schemes. Fig. 2 describes a high-level view of a single decoding box.
Traitors may conspire and give an unauthorized user (or users) a subset of their keys, so that the unauthorized user will also be ables to compute the real message key from the values he has been able to decrypt. The goal of the system designer is to assign keys to the users such that when a pirate decoder is captured it should be possible to detect at least one traitor, subject to the limitation that the number of traitors is, at most, .
(We cannot hope to detect all traitors as one traitor may simply provide his personal key and others may provide nothing).
We remark that in many cases it is preferable to predetermine a fixed number of users , and to assign them personal keys, even if the actual number of users is smaller. Users who join the system later (e.g., by purchasing a subscription to a television station or an online database) are assigned personal keys from those pre-installed.
2) Threshold Tracing: We further distinguish between two kinds of tracing schemes. Fully resilient schemes guarantee the tracing of the source of any pirate decoder which decrypts with nonnegligible success probability (more accurately, which per- forms better than breaking the underlying encryption system that is used to encrypt the data). However, in many applications such security is not needed and it is enough to fight pirate decoders which have a considerable success probability. For example, in pay-TV applications pirate decoders which decrypt only part of the content are probably useless. We therefore also demonstrate threshold schemes which only trace the source of the keys of decoders which decrypt with probability greater than some threshold , which is a parameter of the scheme. These schemes are considerably more efficient than fully resilient schemes.
In general, it is always useful to recognize what is a "success" of the adversary, and design schemes which prevent such a success. This process may lead to very efficient constructions, with an overhead that is proportional to the severity of the "attack" to which they are immune (this is the case with the threshold tracing schemes we present, whose overhead is an inverse function of ). Such constructions can also serve to price the security by presenting the overhead incurred by requiring a certain amount of security.
A demonstration of the efficiency of threshold tracing schemes compared to that of the best fully resilient tracing scheme appears in Table I . This table presents the exact overhead of the schemes, for a system of typical size. A comparison of the asymptotic behavior of the overheads of all our schemes appears in Table II .
A. Eliminating Piracy
Traitor tracing schemes help in three aspects of piracy prevention: they deter users from cooperating with pirates, they identify the pirates and enable to take legal actions against them, and they can be used to disable active pirate users. The usage of traitor tracing schemes discourages users from helping pirates and especially from submitting their keys to be used in pirate decoders. In particular, if the process of a user obtaining a personal key requires some sort of registration and physical identification then it should be hard for pirates to obtain a large number of personal keys. Consequently, a tracing traitor scheme can identify the source of keys which are used in pirate decoders and this mere fact should deter users from helping pirates.
When a pirate decoder is found and the source of its keys is identified, legal action should be taken against this source. Indeed, as was pointed by Pfitzmann in [22] , a corrupt data provider that wishes to incriminate an honest user might construct a "dummy" pirate decoder containing this user's keys, "reveal" it, and claim that the user is a pirate. Note, however, that similar misbehavior is possible with many (maybe even all) current types of services, and yet there is little evidence that service providers have performed such illegal activities. Even if this possibility would weaken the legal status of evidences found using tracing traitors schemes, the data provider itself can use this evidence to identify the pirates and then try to obtain other types of legal proofs about their activities. There has also been some work in suggesting tracing traitors schemes which do not enable the data provider to fabricate evidence against honest users, but they are still far from being applicable. See Section I-B for details.
If a pirate user has obtained content in encrypted form and all the keys that are required to decrypt it, there is little one can technically do to prevent her from continuing to use the content. In this case, the only remedy is legal. The situation is somewhat different if the system requires some action on behalf of the data supplier, as with a television broadcast or online database. We call such cases "active data." Such systems might allow to disable identified pirate users from further receiving content.
The broadcast encryption schemes of Fiat and Naor [14] deal very efficiently with disabling active pirate users, i.e., preventing them from further decryption. These schemes allow one to broadcast messages to any dynamic subset of the user set and are specifically suitable for pay-per-view TV applications. The schemes require a single short transmission to disable all pirate decoders if they were manufactured via a collaborative effort of no more than traitors. Another broadcast encryption scheme was suggested by Wallner et al. [25] (and improved in [8] ), and is secure against any number of corrupt users. When used for receivers it requires each receiver to store only keys. There is no data redundancy in regular transmission of data, and whenever a user should be deleted from the set of legitimate receivers, the scheme sends a single message of length which generates a new key which is unknown to the deleted user. The communication overhead is therefore times the number of users which are removed from the set of receivers. Since we assume that there would be a modest number of traitors (at most ), this scheme is well suited to efficiently handle their deletion from the privileged set of receivers (whereas the scheme of [14] has better performance for deleting a large group of receivers).
A combination of a traitor tracing scheme and a broadcast encryption scheme is a very powerful tool. When a traitor is traced, the dynamic subset of users authorized to receive the broadcast should be changed by simply dropping the traced traitor from it. This procedure should be repeated until the pirate box is rendered useless. Since no innocent user is labeled as a traitor (at least with high probability), the operation of legitimate users is not interrupted. Such a combination, however, cannot be constructed by simply taking each session key as the bit-wise exclusive-or of keys transmitted by the traitor tracing scheme and the broadcast encryption scheme. The drawback of such a simple solution is that a pirate can use different sets of keys in the parts of the decryption box that decrypt the tracing traitors and the broadcast encryption schemes. The data provider can only identify the keys that are used for the tracing traitors scheme, but cannot render them useless since this operation is only possible for keys used in the broadcast encryption scheme.
It is possible to combine the tracing traitors and the broadcast encryption schemes in a different way: The tracing schemes we describe operate by distributing the secret into many shares and encrypting each share with several keys. Every legitimate user receives a set of keys which enable them to decrypt enough shares to reveal the secret, and the scheme ensures that the keys of a pirate decoder identify at least one of the traitors who contributed these keys. In order to combine broadcast encryption, each share should be encrypted by a different broadcast encryption scheme. For every key which was previously in , the combined scheme should provide the user with decryption keys for the corresponding broadcast encryption scheme. When a traitor is revealed, it should be deleted from the sets of receivers in the broadcast encryption schemes corresponding to . The length of a personal key of a user is, therefore, the product of the lengths of the personal keys in the tracing traitors and broadcast encryption schemes. Similarly, the data redundancy overhead is the product of the data redundancy overheads in the two schemes. Note that the broadcast encryption schemes of [25] , [8] require a personal key of length , and during normal operation the data redundancy is . Therefore, combining this scheme with our schemes requires each user to store as many keys, does not increase the data redundancy during normal operation, and requires a special message of length times the size of the personal key whenever a traitor is revealed and deleted from the system.
B. Related Work
The current work appeared in a preliminary form in [10] and in [21] . Some related work followed the initial publication of our traitor tracing schemes in [10] .
Boneh and Shaw [7] have suggested a scheme for fingerprinting different copies of an electronic document by inserting a different watermark into each copy. Their scheme has the property that using up to copies it is impossible (with some probability) to generate a new copy whose fingerprint does not reveal at least one of the copies that were used. The scheme offers better security in the sense that it makes it possible to trace the leaked content itself (and not just the key which enables its decryption). However, it is based on a marking assumption. 1 It can also be used as a tracing traitors scheme, but it is much less efficient than our schemes, the number of keys that each user should have is times greater than in our two-level secret scheme. Another solution for copyright protection is through self-enforcement schemes, which were suggested by Dwork, Lotspiech, and Naor [12] . In these schemes, the content is encrypted and each legitimate user receives a different decryption key which includes some sensitive information related to the user (e.g., his credit card number). Users will be reluctant to hand their keys to others since the keys contain this sensitive information. The self-enforcement schemes suggested in [12] use the same type of security as we use in this paper. Namely, the system is secure against coalitions of less than corrupt users, and the system's complexity depends on . The signets scheme of [12] is less efficient than our tracing schemes. The lengths of the personal key and of the data redundancy in the signets scheme are times the total size of secrets which are sent using the scheme.
Pfitzmann [22] has suggested a tracing traitors method which yields a proof for the liability of the traced traitors. In this scheme, the issuing of keys from the center to the users is performed by an interactive protocol. At the end of the protocol the center is not able to construct a "pirate decoder" that frames a user, but if a real pirate decoder is found the center is able to trace the source of the keys that the decoder contains. However, as this construction uses a relatively complex primitive (general secure multiparty protocols) which is rather inefficient (e.g., it operates on the circuit which evaluates the function), its overall complexity is high.
The combinatorial properties of tracing schemes were investigated by Stinson and Wei in [23] , and Staddon [24] investigated the relations between combinatorial tracing schemes and broadcast encryption schemes. Boneh and Franklin [6] presented public key tracing schemes, which enable public key encryption and, being based on a number-theoretic assumption, are more efficient than combinatorial tracing schemes (including those presented in this paper). Finally, Fiat and Tassa [15] introduced dynamic tracing schemes in which, in order to locate the traitor, the tracing algorithm dynamically changes the content that is being broadcast to different subsets of the users. These schemes enable tracing even if the traitor is revealing the content itself and not only the keys that encrypt it.
C. An Example
Let us consider the following example in order to demonstrate the performance of the different tracing schemes. Suppose that we would like to create a traitor tracing scheme for up to one million authorized users, so that for at most traitors, the probability of false identification is, at most, . Table I describes the length of the personal key of each user and the data redundancy overhead, both measured by the number of basic keys they contain, and also the number of decryption operations that are performed by the receiver. Since we describe both fully resilient and threshold tracing schemes, we compare the performance of threshold schemes to the performance of the best fully resilient scheme-the two-level secret scheme described in Section V-B. The table refers to the section in which each of the schemes is described. The first row describes the overhead of the trivial solution of independently encrypting the secret to every user. The second row describes the most efficient two-level, fully resilient, secret scheme. The other results are of threshold schemes which were designed to trace only the source of keys of decoders which can decrypt with probability greater than . This type of schemes allows for a tradeoff between the length of the personal key and the data redundancy, as is demonstrated in the table.
The fully resilient scheme has a short key length, but the data redundancy overhead is quite large. In fact, for the example described in Table I , the data redundancy is larger than in the trivial scheme in which each user has a different independent key. However, this scheme is not too bad if it is used for a high-bandwidth channel, and parameters for which it performs better than the trivial scheme (namely, smaller values of ). The threshold schemes feature a tradeoff between the length of the personal key and the data redundancy overhead. It is possible to make one parameter very small by increasing the other parameter, and it is also possible to achieve very reasonable results for both measures, as in the last entry. The scheme of Section VI-B1 is superior to the secret two-level scheme in all the complexity parameters. It should also be noted that if we are only concerned with decoders which decrypt with probability closer to , it is possible to obtain even more efficient schemes.
II. DEFINITIONS
A traitor tracing scheme consists of three components.
• A user initialization scheme, used by the data supplier to add new users. The data supplier has a meta-key that defines a mapping where is the set of possible users and is the number of bits in the personal key that each users gets. When user joins, she receives her personal key . In all of our constructions consists of a subset of decryption keys out of a larger set of keys.
• An encryption scheme used by the data supplier to encrypt messages, and a decryption scheme used by every user to decrypt those messages. Let the personal key of user be , then for any message we have . In our schemes, the messages are encrypted block by block where every encrypted block contains an enabling block and a cipher block. The decryption process consists of a preliminary decryption of encrypted keys in the enabling block, combining the results to obtain a common key, and finally a decryption of the cipher block.
• A traitor tracing algorithm, used upon confiscation of a pirate decoder, to determine the identity of a traitor. We do not assume that the contents of a pirate decoder can be viewed by the traitor tracing algorithm, but rather that it can access it as a black box and test how it decrypts an input ciphertext. (We do assume, however, that the pirate decoder can be reset to its original state, i.e., we assume that there is no self-destruction mechanism which is triggered when it detects a traitor tracing algorithm.)
The encryption of plaintext blocks results in a message which consists of an enabling block and a cipher block. The cipher block contains the plaintext block encrypted by some encryption algorithm keyed by a random block key, which is unique to this block. The enabling block contains encryptions of "shares" of the block key, such that every legitimate user can use his personal key to decrypt enough shares to reconstruct the block key. An adversary who wants to decrypt the message can either break the encryption scheme that was used in the cipher block (without using any information from the enabling block), or try to learn some information from the enabling block that might help in the decryption process. In this paper we assume that it is hard to break the underlying encryption scheme so we are only interested in preventing attacks of the latter kind.
Fully resilient tracing:
Assume that an adversary has the cooperation of a coalition of at most users, and uses their keys to construct a decoder. We would like to be able to trace at least one of the coalition members. Intuitively, we call a scheme fully resilient if we can trace (with high certainty) at least one of the traitors that helped build a decoder which does not break the underlying encryption algorithms. More accurately, we say that a system is fully resilient if for every pirate decoder which runs in time it either holds that we can trace at least one of the traitors which helped to build it, or that the decoder can break one of the underlying encryption algorithms in time .
Threshold tracing: There are many applications in which the pirate decoder must decrypt with probability close to . For example, if a TV broadcast is partitioned into short segments and these segments are encrypted independently, then customers would not buy a decoder which decrypts only 90% of the segments. In such scenarios, we can concentrate on decoders which can decrypt with probability greater than some threshold. A scheme is called a -threshold scheme if for every decoder which does not break the underlying encryption algorithms and decrypts with probability greater than , we can trace at least one of the traitors that helped build it.
An obvious and preliminary requirement from tracing traitors schemes is that they supply secure encryption. That is, an adversary which has no information on the keys that are used should not be able to decrypt the encrypted content. Intuitively, our security definitions claim that if an adversary (who might have some of the keys) is able to decrypt and escape being traced, then the scheme is insecure as an encryption scheme, even against an adversary who has no keys.
Definition 1 (Fully -Resilient Tracing Scheme):
Let be a coalition of at most users. Let be an adversary that has a subset of the keys of the users in , and that is able to decrypt the content sent in the tracing traitors scheme, in time and with probability greater than .
The scheme is called fully -resilient if it satisfies the following security assumption.
The Security assumption: one of the following two statements holds.
• Given the data supplier is able to trace with probability at least at least one of the users in . • There exists an adversary which uses as a black box and whose input is only an enabling block and a cipher block of the tracing traitors scheme. can reveal the content that is encrypted in the cipher block in time which is linear in the length of its input and in , and with probability at least . The probability is taken over the random choices of the data supplier, and when appropriate over the random choices of the adversary or of the tracing algorithm.
Definition 2 (Fully -Resilient Tracing Scheme):
A scheme is called fully -resilient if it satisfies Definition 1, and it further holds that .
Definition 3 (q -Threshold (p; k)-Resilient Tracing Scheme):
A scheme is called -threshold -resilient if it satisfies Definition 1 with .
Since we assume the underlying encryption algorithms to be secure, we can assume that the probability (with which an adversary which knows nothing but the ciphertext can break the encryption of the content) is negligible. Therefore, in a fully resilient scheme the data supplier can trace at least one traitor if it finds a pirate decoder (adversary ) which decrypts with nonnegligible probability. In a threshold scheme the data supplier is able to do so if it finds a decoder which decrypts with probability which is greater than by a nonnegligible difference.
We further distinguish between two types of schemes: the first type, called an open scheme, treats circumstances where the decryption schemes used by all users are in the public domain, and the decryption keys themselves are the only information that is kept secret. The second type is where the actual decryption scheme as well as the keys are kept secret, and it is called a secret scheme. In particular, in open schemes it is publicly known which keys (from the base set of keys ) are contained in each decoder, whereas in secret schemes this information is kept secret.
Since the goal of an adversary is to prevent the traitors from being identified, one way to ensure this is to incriminate someone else. Clearly, the adversary's task is no harder with an open scheme compared to a secret scheme. On the other hand, secret schemes pose additional security requirements at the data supplier site.
We present efficient fully resilient schemes of both types. The open schemes are fully -resilient (that is, they always trace at least one of the traitors). However, our constructions of secret schemes are much more efficient. We also present -threshold schemes which fall into the category of secret schemes, and these schemes have even better performance. It is clearly advantageous to use secret schemes in practice, and any real implementation will do so. In addition, whenever the application enables us to use threshold schemes, it is preferable to use them since they provide even better performance.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS
Throughout the paper, we denote by an upper bound on the number of traitors. Every enabling block consists of encryptions, and denotes the number of keys comprising a user's personal key.
We describe six -resilient traceability schemes. A concise listing of the personal key length and the data redundancy overhead required by each scheme appears in Table II . All the schemes are based on the usage of hash functions combined with any private key cryptosystem, and do not require the use of public key operations. For more information on hash functions and their applications, see [19] , [9] , [26] , and [16] . The basic usage of hash functions is to assign decryption keys to authorized users. The assignment guarantees that any combination of keys, taken from the personal keys of any coalition of traitors, has the following property: If this combination enables decryption then it is "far" from the personal key of any innocent (nontraitor) user.
The first four schemes are fully resilient and trace the sources of the keys of any pirate decoder which is able to decrypt with nonnegligible probability. Note that in these scheme the length of the personal key stored by the user is the same as the number of operations that a user should perform in order to reveal the transmitted secret. The last two are threshold schemes and as such are useful only against decoders which can decrypt with probability greater than , where is a parameter.
The first scheme is the simplest one.
It is an open scheme, based on "one-level" hash functions. Each hash function maps the users into a set of decryption keys. The keys themselves are kept secret, but the mapping (which user is mapped to what key) is publicly known. The personal key of every user consists of decryption keys and this is also the number of decryptions that a user should perform in order to reveal the secret. The enabling block consists of encrypted keys. The second scheme is an open "two-level" scheme. This scheme is more complicated, but reduces the size of the enabling block by an factor. Here, a set of first-level hash functions maps the users into a set of size . Each function thereby induces a partition of the users to subsets. Each of these subsets is mapped separately by "second-level" hash functions into decryption keys. This scheme requires keys and decryption operations per user, and an enabling block of encrypted keys.
The third scheme is a "one-level" secret scheme. Here, we assume that the hash functions, as well as the decryption keys, are kept secret. Being a secret scheme implies that the adversary does not know which keys correspond to any innocent user. There is a positive probability that the adversary will be able to produce a pirate decoder which prevents the identification of any traitor. However, even if the keys known to the collaborators enable the construction of such "wrongly incriminating" pirate decoders, choosing such a set is improbable. Furthermore, even if this unlikely event occurs, the adversary will not know that this is the case. The personal key in this scheme consists of decryption keys (and the user should perform this number of decryptions). The enabling block has encrypted keys. Our fourth scheme is a secret two-level scheme. Again, the saving in going from one level to two levels is in the size of the enabling blocks: The personal key and the number of required decryption operations are , and the enabling block contains encrypted keys. Compared to the previous scheme, the performance parameters are smaller by a factor of , so this scheme is more efficient if . The last two schemes are threshold schemes, and as such are only good against pirate decoders which decrypt with probability greater than some predefined parameter . The fifth scheme is a one-level threshold scheme. The personal key contains decryption keys, which is of the same order as the key length in the one-level secret scheme (if is constant, which is sufficient for most applications). The main improvement is in the data redundancy overhead which is only encrypted keys and does not depend on , and in requiring a user to perform only a single basic decryption operation in order to decrypt the secret.
The sixth scheme is a two-level threshold scheme, and it reduces the personal key length at the expense of slightly increasing the data redundancy overhead. The complexity depends on a parameter . Define When is constant (then the key length is minimal), the personal key is composed of decryption keys, the enabling block contains basic encryptions, and the user should perform decryptions. All schemes are constructed by choosing hash functions at random, and using probabilistic arguments to assert that the desired properties hold with overwhelming probability. These schemes are, therefore, not constructive (although the properties of the simplest scheme can be verified). We note, however, that there is no need to represent or store the whole function. It is only required that each user stores the outcome of the function, evaluated at the user's ID.
IV. OPEN FULLY RESILIENT SCHEMES
A. A Simple Open One-Level Scheme
We describe in detail the first tracing scheme, starting with the simple case of a single traitor, . In this case, the data supplier generates keys
It is convenient to view these keys as organized in a matrix with rows and two columns (see Fig. 3 ). Each user has a bit identity, and the personal key for user is the set of keys where is the th bit in 's identity. Think of each personal key as selecting one key per row. Different users have at least one row where they differ in the selected keys. The tracing scheme is used to encrypt a secret . We always regard as the key with which the cipher block can be decrypted. The data supplier encrypts in the enabling block. A decoder typically first decrypts from the enabling block and then uses to decrypt the cipher block. The secret is encrypted in the enabling block as follows: It is split into secrets , i.e., the data supplier chooses at random such that is the bit-wise XOR of the 's. The value is encrypted under the two keys of the th row, and . Both encryptions are added to the enabling block. Every user can reconstruct all the 's and hence can decrypt . On the other hand, any pirate decoder must contain a key for every row (otherwise, would remain unknown and, consequently, could not be obtained). Since at most one traitor is involved, the keys stored in the pirate decoder must be identical to the keys in the traitor's decoder. Therefore the pirate decoder uniquely identifies the single traitor. When dealing with larger coalitions, we generalize the above scheme. We will now use matrices of keys with rows and columns, where is a parameter to be specified later (see Fig. 4 ). The personal key of every user contains keys, one key per row. Again, a secret is expressed as the bit-wise XOR of random 's. Each is encrypted under all keys from the th row. Therefore, to be able to find with nonnegligible probability, a pirate decoder must contain one key from each row. So far the description is very similar to the previous -resilient scheme. The major difficulty we encounter is in the procedure for detecting traitors. Unlike the case , the pirate decoder might now contain keys from different members of the coalition. It is, therefore, required to arrange the personal keys in such a way that the keys selected by each user are different from those selected by other users not only in a few rows, but in the vast majority of the rows. The best way we know of to achieve this goal is to assign keys to users in each row independently at random. In other words, each row is associated with a random hash function which chooses which entry (or column) is assigned to every user, and hash functions associated with different rows are independent. A detailed description of the scheme is given below.
Initialization: A set of hash functions is chosen at random by the data supplier. Each hash function maps into the set . A set of random keys is chosen for each row. The set is assigned to the th row. The personal key of user is the set Distributing a secret key: For each the data supplier encrypts a key under each of the keys in . The final secret key is the bit-wise exclusive-or of the "shares"
. Each authorized user has one key from every , and can decrypt every , and thus compute .
Parameters: The memory required per user is keys. An enabling block to encode the secret key consists of encryptions of each , totaling encrypted keys. Tracing: Assume that a pirate decoder decrypts the content with probability . Let be the set of locations in the matrix containing the keys which are known to the pirate who created . We can consider the keys in as being part of the input to . If contains at least one key from every row then it is possible to perform the "detection of traitors" process that is described in the sequel. Otherwise, we claim that that the encryption scheme which is used is insecure against a simple decoder which does not contain any key, uses as a black box, and can also decrypt the content with probability . We were only able to prove the reduction from to for a tracing scheme which is very similar to the scheme we presented: the only difference is that the scheme does not directly encrypt the cipher block with the secret but rather with a value , where is sent (in the clear) in the enabling block. The receiver decrypts the value from the enabling block, calculates its exclusive-or with , and uses the result to decrypt the cipher block. For simplicity, we present throughout the paper schemes which do not use the parameter . However, these schemes can be replaced by schemes which use , for which we can prove a reduction. The overhead of these schemes is only negligibly greater than the overhead of the presented schemes.
The reduction: Given a decoder which operates against a scheme with rows while containing keys from a set of entries in at most rows, we construct a decoder which operates against a scheme with rows and does not contain any key. The input to is an enabling block (containing a value ) and a cipher block. The decoder chooses random values . For each value it chooses random keys and generates a row which contains encryptions of , one with each of the keys. It generates an enabling block which contains these rows, the rows of the enabling block which it received as input, and a value . The decoder inputs to this enabling block, the cipher block, and the keys that expects to receive (taken from a set in the rows that generated). The input to is a valid encryption of the content that is encrypted in the cipher block (with the same distribution of keys as an original input to ). Therefore, (and hence ) will succeed in decrypting it with probability .
From here on we assume that the decoder contains at least one key from every row. Upon confiscation of a pirate decoder, at least one key from every set (row) is exposed. We claim that it suffices to experiment with the decoder for this purpose, and it is not necessary to take the decoder apart ("reverse-engineer it"). The only assumption we should make is that it is possible to experiment with the decoder box and then reset it to its initial configuration. The proceudre that extracts the keys operates as follows. For all and perform the experiment : Prepare a normal encryption session, but instead of encrypting the key with keys provide random strings. Let be the fraction of times the box decrypts correctly on experiment . By assumption is nonnegligible (or the box is useless, since is its "normal" execution), and is negligible since the key is completely missing. There must be a such that
For this it can be deduced that . The set contains at least keys (at least one key per set ). For each , denote by the key with minimal second subscript in . The users in are those who could contribute this key to the pirate decoder. All the users in this set are identified and marked. This set includes at least one traitor, and possibly some innocent users. A count of all marks per user (for ) is carried out. The user who has the largest number of marks (and this number must be at least ) is declared to be the suspected traitor.
Goal: We show that there is a choice of hash functions, such that for all coalitions of size and all pirate decoders they construct, the suspect is never an innocent user. Clearly, at least one of the traitors contributes at least of the keys . We will show that the probability (over all choices of hash functions) that an innocent user is marked times is negligible. This will prove the existence of hash functions with the desired properties.
Consider a specific user, say user 1, and a specific coalition of traitors (which does not include user 1). As hash functions are chosen at random, the value is uniformly distributed in , and so the key is uniformly distributed in . The coalition gets at most keys in (out of the total ). The probability that is among these keys is, at most, . Let be a zero-one random variable, where if s.t.
. The mean value of is , and is not smaller than the number of marks user 1 gets. If , then user 1 is not exposed as a suspect, since at least one traitor gets at least marks. We use the following version of Chernoff bound (see [2, Theorem A.12] ) to bound the probability that . Let be mutually independent random variables, with Then, for all In our case, substituting and , we have
The last bound considers one specific coalition and one specific innocent user. We demand that for a random scheme the expected number of pairs of a coalition and an innocent user, for which the coalition might frame the user, is less than . Then there exists a scheme in which no coalition can frame a user. We should take satisfying It suffices to take . With this parameter, there is a choice of hash functions such that for every coalition and every authorized user not in the coalition, the innocent user is not incriminated by the tracing algorithm. We summarize the result in the next theorem.
Theorem 1:
There is an open fully -resilient traceability scheme, where a user's personal key consists of decryption keys, an enabling block consists of key encryptions, and a user should perform decryptions in order to reveal the secret.
The discussion above shows the existence of open resilient traceability schemes, and provides a randomized method for constructing a scheme that works with high probability. Although the theorem does not suggest an explicit construction, the desired properties of a given construction can be verified efficiently. The idea is to examine all the pairs of users and check the number of functions such that . If this number is smaller than then we can conclude that no coalition of at most users "covers" more than a fraction of the keys of , and hence cannot incriminate (this property is stronger than the property required for the scheme).
By considering pairwise differences, we can phrase the construction problem as a problem in coding theory (see [20] ): construct a code with codewords with length , over an alphabet of size , such that the distance between every two codewords is at least . The goal is to construct such a code with as small as possible. There are no known explicit constructions that match the probabilistic bound. For the best known construction see [1] and references therein. For small , the constructions of [1] yield a scheme with and .
B. An Open Two-Level Scheme
The "two-level" traceability scheme, described in this subsection, can be thought of as iterating the previous construction two times. While it is more complicated than the simple scheme, it saves a factor of about in the broadcast overhead.
Theorem 2:
There is an open fully -resilient traceability scheme, where a user's personal key consists of decryption keys, and an enabling block consists of key encryptions. A user should perform decryptions in order to decrypt the secret.
Proof: As in the simple scheme, the proof is existential (but here we do not know how to efficiently verify that a given scheme is "good"). It will be convenient to view the keys as organized in blocks. Each block is a -bymatrix, where and are parameters that will be specified later. It is important to note that each entry in the matrix contains keys (see Fig. 5 ). For each block, every user gets one key per row. All these keys are taken from the same column.
The secret key is constructed in a way that forces any decoder to satisfy the following constraint: For each block, there exists a column, such that for every row, the decoder contains a key from the entry at the intersection of the column and the row. In other words, the decoder contains keys from a certain column in every block. We now describe the system in detail.
Initialization: A set of "first-level" hash functions , each mapping to , is chosen independently at random. The function is used to map the users into the columns of the th block. For each block and each row , a "second-level" hash function , which maps to , is chosen independently at random. The function is used to map users into specific elements in the entries of the th row of the th block (a user is assigned to a certain column of a block and is always mapped to elements in this column).
Every user receives keys, keys per block. The keys are (these keys are all from column of the first block) through (these keys are all from column of the -th block). Distributing a secret key: The data supplier chooses at random independent keys (shares)
. The secret key is XOR . Each is divided into shares that correspond to the entries in the th block, one share per an intersection of a row and a column. These shares are random subject to the constraint that the exclusive-or of the shares of each column is equal to . That is, if we denote the share of the entry in row and column in block as , the shares satisfy XOR XOR . . .
XOR
The encryptions of the share under each of the keys in the entry of the th block are added to the enabling block. To find the key one needs all the shares . Therefore, for every block there should be one column such that for each row at least one key from the entry is in the decoder. User has the keys in his personal key. They enable him to decrypt and find which make it possible to reconstruct each and then compute the secret key .
Parameters:The personal key consists of keys. The total number of key encryptions in an enabling block is . Tracing: Assume that a pirate decoder decrypts the content with probability . If it holds for every block that there exists a column such that contains a key from the intersection of with each of the rows, then the detection of traitors process that is described in the next paragraph detects at least one of the traitors. Otherwise, the bit sensitivity of the XOR operation guarantees that it is possible to construct a decoder which uses and is able to decrypt the content with probability , even without knowing any of the keys. Upon confiscation of a pirate decoder, we assume here that it stores a subset of the keys which for every block contains keys from the intersection of one column with all the rows. The subset is exposed using the following procedure for every block and column : Let be an enabling block in which the encryptions with the keys of all the columns of block , except column , are replaced with random data. For every row and every entry build from by replacing with random data the encryptions in block which are in the first positions in the entry . There is at least one such that enables decryption with nonnegligible probability, whereas for every row the enabling block allows correct decryption with negligible probability. Let be the location of the key that caused the maximum decrease in the decryption probability for the th row in a column of block . Then mark the users s.t. and . All users who are marked at least times for block are suspects for . The user who is a suspect for the largest number of 's is identified as a potential traitor. 2 Goal: We want to show that there is a choice of hash functions such that for all coalitions, an innocent user is never identified as a traitor.
Consider a specific user, say user 1, and a specific coalition of traitors (which does not include user 1). We first bound the probability that user 1 will be a suspect for . The first level hash function partitions the users to subsets . The expected maximum number of traitors in these subsets is . The probability that user 1 is hashed to a subset together with more than traitors is, at most,
Denote
. Consider the conditional probability space where indeed contains at most traitors. In this conditional space, the keys in the pirate decoder come from the personal keys of . The tracing algorithm can mark user 1 with respect to the th row in the block if there is some such that . The range of contains elements. At most of these are in . So the probability that user 1 is marked with respect to the th row in block is, at most, . The expected number of times user 1 will be marked, with respect to the functions , is, at most, . We use the Chernoff bound to estimate the probability that user 1 is a suspect for .
Set if user 1 is marked with respect to the th row in block , and otherwise. Then
By the Chernoff bound, with and Setting , the conditional probability that user 1 is a suspect for is, at most, (when ). The probability of the condition (at most traitors mapped together with 1 by the function ) not happening is, at most, . So overall, the total (unconditional) probability that user 1 is the suspect for is, at most, . Let us check the probability that user 1 is the suspect for at least of the blocks. For let if user 1 is the suspect for , and otherwise. Then
So with probability at least , user 1 is a suspect for fewer than of the . Denote a block as bad if it contains a column into which or more traitors have been mapped, and good otherwise. In a good block at least one of the traitors is declared a suspect. Denote by the number of good blocks. Next we show that the probability that is small. We previously showed that the probability that or more traitors are mapped to the same column is at most , namely, the probability that a block is bad is at most . For let if block is bad. Then the probability that there are bad blocks is at most For every good block , at least one member of is a suspect for because in each row at least one of them is marked. contains traitors, and so there must be one or more traitors who is a suspect for at least 's. Therefore, the probability that user 1 is mistakenly identified as a traitor in this case is smaller than . Note that the definition of a good or a bad block does not depend on the user's identity (but of course does depend on ). Therefore, the probability that for one of the possible coalitions of size , and given that there are at least good blocks, some good user is mistakenly identified, is smaller than . The probability that for some coalition there are less than good blocks is at most . Setting , the total probability is smaller than . This means that there exists a choice of hash functions and such that a good user is never mistakenly identified as a traitor. The resulting open -traceability scheme (which is good for any ) has parameters and V. SECRET FULLY RESILIENT SCHEMES Secret schemes can be made more efficient than open schemes since the traitors do not know which keys the other users received. Therefore, even if the set of keys of a coalition of traitors includes a large part of the keys of an innocent user, the traitors do not know which keys these are and cannot install in a pirate decoder keys that incriminate a specific user.
A. A Secret One-Level Scheme
The first proposed scheme is one-level. The major source of saving is that it suffices to map the users into a set of keys (rather than the set of size of the open one-level scheme). A coalition of size will contain the key of any specific user with constant probability. However, as the traitors do not know which key this is, any key they choose to insert into the pirate decoder will miss (with high probability) the key of this user.
Initialization: There are users, each with a unique identity . Let be a parameter. A set of hash functions are chosen independently at random. Each hash function maps into a set of random keys . The hash functions are kept secret as well. User receives, upon initialization, the indices and values of keys . Distributing a key: For each the data supplier encrypts a random under each of the keys in . The final key is the bit-wise exclusive-or of the 's. Each authorized user has one key from , so he can decrypt every and compute .
Parameters: The memory required per user is keys. The data redundancy overhead used in distributing the key is . Tracing: As was shown for the one-level open scheme, a pirate decoder must contain a key from every row if the encryption schemes that are used are secure. We show next how to trace the traitors given a decoder which contains a key from every row.
Upon confiscation of a pirate decoder, a set of keys contained in it, , is extracted using the methods we have described for the one-level open scheme. contains keys, one per set . Denote by the key in . The tracing algorithm knows the values of the functions and, therefore, can identify and mark for each the users in . The user with the largest number of marks is exposed.
Goal: We want to show that for all coalitions, the probability of exposing a user who is not a traitor is negligible. Clearly, at least one of the traitors contributes at least of the keys to the pirate decoder. It should be shown that the probability that a good user is marked times is negligible. Consider a specific user, say user 1, and a specific coalition of traitors (which does not include user 1). As the hash functions are random the value is uniformly distributed in , even given the values hashed by from the names of the coalition members. The probability that the value extracted from the pirate decoder equals is therefore . Let be a zero-one random variable, where if . The mean value of is . By the version of Chernoff bound used in Section IV-A (see [2, Theorem A.12 
])
We choose satisfying . That is, . Then for every coalition it holds that the probability that it can frame an innocent user is at most . The following theorem sums the construction.
Theorem 3:
There is a fully -resilient secret traceability scheme, where a user's personal key consists of decryption keys, and an enabling block consists of key encryptions. A user should perform decryptions in order to decrypt the secret.
B. A Secret Two-Level Scheme
A two-level scheme improves the performance of the one-level scheme of the previous section whenever . The difference between this scheme and the open two-level scheme in Section IV-B is that here it is sufficient to use only one mapping at the first level and hope that it is successful (which happens with good probability), whereas the two-level open scheme used two mappings. In the Appendix we present a somewhat simpler two-level secret scheme, which achieves slightly less efficient performance.
The basic idea of the construction is to randomly map the users into a small range, such that the probability of mapping together more than a small threshold of traitors is smaller than . An independent tracing scheme (secure with probability against traitors) is employed for every value in the range. The overall error probability is, therefore, at most .
The construction uses a random mapping from the domain to a range of size , where . Then for any fixed set of traitors, the probability that or more traitors are mapped together by is, at most,
Setting
implies that this probability is, at most, . Once such a mapping is chosen we continue by constructing the secret -resilient one-level scheme of Section V-A for each set of preimages for . In the initialization phase, each user receives his personal key for the subscheme , and the secret is distributed by each of the subschemes. The detection of traitors is performed as follows: Assume that a pirate decoder contains keys from all the rows of a certain subscheme (otherwise it is possible to build a decoder which contains no key and can decrypt the content with the same probability as ). First, it is required to identify a subschceme for which the decoder contains a key from every row. Then these keys have to be identified, and the source of these keys can be found by the same methods that were used for the one-level scheme. To perform this, prepare a valid encrypted message and choose a random order of the subschemes. In step , construct the message by replacing with random data the parts of the message which are encrypted by the keys of the th subscheme (in the chosen order). Feed the message into the pirate decoder. The message is a valid message and a pirate decoder should decrypt it with high probability, whereas the message contains only random data and therefore cannot be decrypted with nonnegligible probability. Let be the message that caused the maximum decrease in the decryption probability. The decryption keys of subscheme must be stored in the decoder. Now, start from the message and change the keys of the th subscheme according to the key extraction procedure that was described for the one-level scheme, and find a set containing one key from every row of the th subscheme, which is contained in the pirate decoder.
Assume that there is no subscheme into which more than traitors are mapped together (an event which happens with probability at least ). Then the conditional probability of incriminating any of the innocent users in subscheme (in which we search for traitors in the process we described), is the probability that the subset of traitors that is mapped to (and by assumption is of size at most ) manages to incriminate an innocent user. Since each subscheme is -resilient, this probability is, at most, . The unconditional probability that there is a user who is wrongly incriminated is, therefore, at most .
The number of keys a user gets in this scheme is simply the number of keys a user gets in the -resilient scheme, that is, . The size of the enabling block is times the size of the enabling block in the -resilient scheme, i.e.,
We thus obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 4: There is a fully -resilient secret traceability scheme, where a user's personal key consists of decryption keys, and an enabling block consists of at most encryptions, where
. A user should perform decryptions in order to decrypt the secret.
Note that unless is very large compared to , the last multiplicand is small. For example, it is smaller than if and , or if and . We can get slightly better results if we consider the fact the each subscheme should handle fewer users. The expected number of users that are mapped to a certain subscheme is about , and the probability that the number of users that are mapped to a certain subscheme is much larger than is small. Therefore, the subschemes can be designed for users only, resulting in lower complexity.
VI. THRESHOLD SCHEMES
The performance guarantee of fully resilient tracing schemes might be an overkill for many applications. Fully resilient schemes trace the source of keys of any decoder which uses a secure encryption function and decrypts with nonnegligible probability. In many applications, it is obvious that pirates cannot sell pirate decoders which do not decrypt with probability which is very close to (e.g., decoders for TV transmissions). For such applications, it is possible to design tracing schemes which only trace the source of keys of decoders which decrypt with high probability (and do not necessarily perform well against decoders which decrypt with lower probability). This section introduces such schemes which are more efficient than fully resilient schemes (refer to Table I for a comparison between the complexity of different threshold schemes and the most efficient fully resilient scheme).
Recall Definition 1. It is assumed that the basic encryption scheme cannot be decrypted with probability better than without using the decryption keys. Fully resilient schemes are designed to trace the source of keys of any decoder which decrypts with probability better than . The target of -threshold schemes is to trace the source of keys of any decoder which decrypts with probability better than . The parameter is the advantage of a pirate decoder in decrypting messages, over the success probability of a decoder which does not contain any of the decryption keys. Fully resilient schemes are designed to trace for any . However, since the probability is assumed to be negligible, it can be assumed that must be large in order for a pirate decoder to be useful.
The complexity of -threshold schemes depends on the value of the parameter : They are more efficient for larger values of . The schemes are secret in the sense that the set of keys that each user receives is unknown to other users.
The benefit of using threshold tracing schemes is a reduction in the data redundancy overhead and in the number of decryptions that the receiver should perform, whereas the length of the personal key is almost as short as in secret fully resilient schemes. A one-level threshold scheme results in a very short data redundancy overhead, and requires the receiver to perform a single decryption operation. The key is only marginally longer than in the secret one-level scheme of Section V-A. This is also the case with two-level threshold schemes, although compared to the one-level threshold schemes the key is longer. In particular, the two-level threshold scheme of Section VI-B2 achieves better efficiency than the best fully resilient scheme (of Section V-B) in all complexity parameters.
The data redundancy overhead and the personal key length are parameterized, and there is a tradeoff between them. It is possible to set the parameter to a value which obtains the best tradeoff between these two complexity measures (for instance, the last entry of Table I demonstrates a reasonable such tradeoff).
A. A One-Level Threshold Scheme
The basic scheme is similar to the one-level secret scheme with the following exception: the secret is not divided into shares but rather into shares (where is a parameter) which are encrypted using rows chosen uniformly at random. These rows are chosen independently for every enabling block, and their indices are sent at the beginning of the block so that the decoder can know which keys to use. A legitimate user has a key from every row and can therefore recover . However, if a pirate decoder does not contain a key from each of the rows it cannot obtain . The data redundancy overhead is composed of encryptions with the keys of the rows and, in addition, the names of the rows which were chosen. Note that the decryption process now requires less operations from the receivers, they should perform only decryptions, instead of decryptions in the fully resilient schemes.
In the one-level secret fully resilient scheme of Section V-A, each row contained keys and setting the number of rows to be suffices to get a probability of at least for tracing the traitors. The threshold scheme depends on a parameter (in the range ) such that it is possible to trace the source of keys if the pirate decoder contains keys from a fraction of at least of the rows. The number of shares into which the secret is divided (the parameter ) is set such that if a decoder contains keys from a fraction of less than of the rows, it cannot gain an advantage better than in finding . Therefore, a pirate decoder which gains an advantage which is better than should contain a set with one key from at least of the rows. In this case, at least one traitor contributes at least of the keys in this set, and in comparison, an innocent user is expected to have only keys which are included in this set. The probability of tracing a traitor can be calculated using the same analysis as in the secret, fully resilient one-level scheme, substituting instead of for the number of rows for which there is information. To obtain a -resilient scheme it is enough to set the number of rows to the number of rows in the fully resilient scheme, that is . Fix , the fraction of rows that enables to trace a pirate. The parameter is set to ensure that the probability that random rows are all contained in a subset of rows, is, at most, . Therefore, in order to achieve decryption probability which is greater than , the decoder must have keys from at least a fraction of the rows. To set the value of , based on the parameters and , observe that the probability that a pirate decoder which has keys from rows, contains keys from random rows is, at most, , and therefore setting suffices to make this probability at most . For example, it is possible to set , fix the number of rows accordingly, and then set . The broadcast center would only have to broadcast the secret encrypted by the keys of a single row which it chooses randomly. The data redundancy overhead is then only . Detection of traitors: It can be assumed that contains keys from at least rows, since otherwise it can be used to generate a decoder which does not contain any key and decrypts with probability at least . It is possible to expose the keys which are contained in a confiscated decoder by treating it as a black box, like with fully resilient schemes: Choose a random order of the entries of the matrix. Start with a valid message . In step take the message and create the message by replacing the data encrypted with the key of the th entry (according to the chosen order) by random data. Feed the message into the decoder. Let the set contain the keys in the entries numbered and higher. Let be the first message for which the pirate decoder contains keys from in less than a fraction of the rows. Then step can be identified since in this step the probability with which the decoder can correctly decrypt reaches below (and decreases by a factor of at least ). When this happens, conclude that the key corresponding to entry is contained in the pirate decoder. 3 Repeat this procedure until you find a key from rows. Choose one key from each row. Announce the user who contributed the maximum number of keys to this set (this number should be at least ) to be a traitor. For any practical purpose, the parameter can be set to be a constant. However, one-level schemes are used in the next subsection as building blocks for two-level schemes, and there should be a function of other parameters. The results regarding one-level threshold schemes are summed up in the following theorem. We first state the results for which is a parameter. As increases the key length decreases and the data redundancy overhead increases. Then we state the results for .
Theorem 5:
There is a -threshold -resilient scheme, with a parameter taking values in , in which a personal key consists of keys and the data redundancy overhead is of keys. A user should perform in order to decrypt the secret.
If we set then a personal key consists of keys, the data redundancy overhead is of only keys, and a receiver should perform only a single decryption in order to reveal the secret.
The scheme we presented displays a tremendous improvement in the data redundancy overhead, but the personal key is quite long, its length is a little larger than in the fully resilient one-level secret scheme. The next subsection presents two-level threshold schemes which balance the two complexity parameters through a tradeoff between the key length and the data redundancy overhead.
B. Two-Level Threshold Schemes
Two-level threshold schemes are constructed from one-level threshold schemes in the same way fully resilient two-level secret schemes were constructed. We first present a basic construction which displays a tradeoff between the personal key length and the data redundancy overhead, and which can have shorter key length than the one-level threshold scheme. Then we change the parameters of the construction to obtain schemes with an even shorter key length, at the price of increasing a little the data redundancy.
1) The Basic Construction: The construction uses a random mapping . It constructs one-level subschemes secure against coalitions of traitors and uses to map each user to a subscheme. As with the fully resilient schemes, it is required that the probability that or more of the traitors are mapped together is less than , namely, that
The inequality is satisfied when . It is required that each subscheme has the following property against traitors: either the success probability of the traitors in decrypting the secret is greater by less than from the success probability of an adversary who does not have any of the keys, or they can be traced with probability at least . If in no subscheme the traitors have an advantage greater than , then the pirate decoder cannot decrypt with an advantage better than .
The stages of the initialization and the distribution of the secrets are straightforward. The subschemes are built in the same way as the one-level schemes of the previous subsection. As before, is a parameter that defines the minimal number of rows that enable decryption with probability better than . If a pirate decoder decrypts with probability greater than it must contain keys from a fraction of the rows in one or more of the subschemes.
The tracing procedure that extracts keys from a pirate decoder is performed in two stages. First, to find a suspicious subscheme, it starts with a valid message , and as with the fully resilient secret two-level scheme, repeatedly changes all the information encrypted with the keys of the th subscheme into random data. Let subscheme be the subscheme for which the decryption success probability dropped the most. Subscheme will be checked in the next stage: Start with the message and apply to subscheme the method used for tracing the sources of the keys of the one-level threshold scheme. If no more than traitors are mapped together, then the suspect that is finally announced is a traitor with probability at least . We therefore obtain the following theorem. • a receiver should perform decryptions in order to decrypt the secret.
The key is longer than the key in the fully resilient secret two-level scheme by a factor of only , and the data redundancy overhead is substantially shorter. Comparing with the one-level threshold scheme, then, for the same value of the parameter the personal key changes by a factor of , and the data redundancy overhead changes by a factor of . Therefore, the key is shorter and the data redundancy overhead is larger. However, the increase in the data redundancy overhead is relatively moderate: if we denote the ratio between the key length in this scheme and in the one-level scheme as , then the data redundancy overhead increases by a factor of only . Note that the minimum value for is which is smaller than the minimum value for in the one-level scheme. When is set to this value, the data redundancy overhead is minimized to encryptions, whereas the key length is maximal, . Both are longer than the values for the one-level scheme by a factor of exactly .
The two-level scheme features a tradeoff between the length of the personal key and the data redundancy overhead. At one extreme, there is a short key but a longer data redundancy overhead, and in the other end, the key length is maximal and the data redundancy overhead is minimal, and both are equal up to a constant factor to the performance of the one-level threshold scheme for minimal data redundancy overhead. Note that as with the two-level secret scheme, the expected number of users that are mapped to each subscheme is smaller than by a factor of . The subschemes can be defined for a smaller set of users and then the length of the personal key is smaller.
2) Shorter Personal Keys: This section presents a threshold scheme which improves all the complexity parameters of the most efficient fully resilient scheme (whereas the previous tracing scheme had a great improvement in the data redundancy and decryption overheads, but increased the length of the personal key a little).
The decrease in the length of the personal keys is enabled as follows: The same construction as before is used, with subschemes, and it is required that the probability that more than users are mapped together is, at most, (previously the values and were equal). The personal key is now composed of keys, and the data redundancy overhead is of basic encryptions. The values should satisfy the following inequality:
Assume . The previous inequality is satisfied if
We, therefore, obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 7: For every
there is a -threshold -resilient scheme, with the parameter taking values in , where in which
• the length of the personal key is basic keys;
• the data redundancy overhead is basic encryptions;
• a receiver should perform decryptions in order to decrypt the secret. As increases the personal key length decreases and the data redundancy overhead increases. The limits of these values as are as follows.
• The length of the personal key is basic keys.
• The data redundancy overhead is basic encryptions.
• The number of decryptions that a receiver should perform is .
This scheme has the shortest personal key among all the schemes we presented, but the data redundancy overhead is longer than in the basic two-level threshold scheme. However, the data redundancy is still shorter than in the fully resilient schemes.
VII. LOWER BOUNDS FOR OPEN SCHEMES
In this section we derive lower bounds on the total number of keys and on the number of keys per user in any scheme that has the properties of our open schemes. Namely, schemes where the set of all keys is , and each user gets a subset of size . We require that no coalition of users ("traitors")
should be able to incriminate a user by constructing a subset of the coalition keys which is equal to the user's subset . Every -resilient scheme must have this property (in fact, it has to have a stronger property, that the intersection between the user's subset and the union of the coalition subsets is, at most, the size of a subset). The requirement implies that for all different indices it should hold that . In other words, there is a system of subsets of a universe with elements. Each subset contains elements. These subsets have the property that none of them is contained in the union of different subsets. Set systems with this " union property" were investigated by Erdös, Frankl, and Füredi [13] . From [13, Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 ], it follows that is at least . From [13, Proposition 2.1], it follows that . These lower bounds imply the following theorem.
Theorem 8:
In any open -resilient traceability scheme, providing every one of the users with keys out of , in a manner which satisfies the " union property," it holds that and .
The lower bounds on both and are roughly a factor of smaller than the best construction we presented for an open traceability system.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We presented several schemes for tracing users who leak a set of keys, which are good against coalitions of at most corrupt users. Fully resilient schemes trace the source of keys of any decoder which can decrypt with better probability than breaking the underlying encryption algorithms. The most efficient fully resilient scheme was presented in Section V-B and has an enabling block of length . We also presented threshold schemes which trace the source of keys of decoders whose advantage in decryption, over the probability of just breaking the underlying encryption algorithms, is greater than some lower bound. The threshold scheme which was most efficient in terms of data redundancy overhead was presented in Section VI-A. It has an enabling block which contains only basic encryptions, regardless of the number of users or the error probability . Therefore, the linear dependency on allows for resiliency against rather large coalitions. APPENDIX A SECRET TWO-LEVEL SCHEME: A SIMPLER VERSION This appendix contains an alternative proof for the security of the two-level secret scheme. The main difference between this proof and the proof of Section V-B is that users are mapped to (and not ) subschemes. The proof presented here might be simpler since it does not use the extra parameter . However, the overhead of the scheme is slightly larger.
The construction uses a random mapping from the domain to a range of size . For any fixed set of traitors it holds that the probability that or more traitors are mapped together by is, at most, Setting implies that this probability is smaller than . Once such a mapping is chosen the construction uses the -resilient construction of Section V-A for each set of preimages for . The detection of traitors is performed as in the two-level scheme of Section V-B. The resiliency of the scheme is based on the fact that if no more than traitors are mapped together (which happens with probability ), then the probability of incriminating any user (say user 1), is the probability that the subset of traitors that is mapped to (and by assumption is of size at most ) succeeds in incriminating him.
The number of keys a user gets in this scheme is simply the number of keys a user gets in the -resilient scheme. The size of the enabling block is times the size of the enabling block in the -resilient scheme. We thus obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 9: There is a -resilient secret traceability scheme, where a user's personal key contains decryption keys, and an enabling block consists of encryptions, where .
